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Abstract
This current work focuses on death and “mask” motifs in Konstantin Vaginov’s novels Kozlinaia
pesnʹ (The Goat Song; 1926), Trudy i dni Svistonova (The Works and Days of Svistonov; 1929),
and Bambochada (Bambocciada; 1929-30) by engaging with Mikhail Bakhtin’s discussion of the
romantic grotesque that reflects people’s subjective perceptions of the world and themselves and
the estrangement and hostility of a previously familiar world. The current research argues that
Vaginov uses these motifs against the backdrop of romantic grotesque to illustrate his characters’
(Teptyolkin, Misha Kotikov, Kostia Rotikov, Ermilov, Evgenii, Toropulo, and Neizvestnyi poet)
disengagement from the new, Soviet society. Being examined through Bakhtin’s theory of
carnivalization, the romantic grotesque in the novels serves as the means for Vaginov to portray
how the world, which is hostile and alien to the characters, now seems artificial, a parody of the
real one to them. In addition to their alienation from the new society, Vaginov illustrates his
characters’ inability to revive the old, pre-revolutionary culture as the surrounding byt (way of
life) and lack of inspiration overpower them.
Firstly, the present inquiry maintains that Vaginov characters’ fixation on death or
fear of it represents their perception of the world as an imitation, their inability to bring the old
culture back as well as their self-perception as half-humans and the living dead. Secondly, this
work examines the characters’ wearing “masks” as the means to disguise their real, banal
personalities. Lastly, this work details scholarship on Vaginov’s works in the context of the
1920s literature and on his polemic with Silver Age poets. This research examines the novels’
juxtaposition of the new world with the old one and expounds upon the characters’ striving to
attain higher ideals, which clashes with everyday byt. The current work maintains that Vaginov
was able to capture his own and his contemporaries’ feeling of culture’s loss, their alienation
from the new society as well as their romantic grotesque self-perceptions and of the world
around them.
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Introduction
The beginning of the twentieth century was a turbulent time for literature and culture in Russia.
Having experienced the 1905 and 1917 Revolutions, the Civil War, and First World War,
Russian poets and writers reflected on the country’s changes in their works in ambivalent ways:
either to make sense of the traumatic outcomes of these events or to praise reforms. Writers were
divided in their views on the new Soviet government, intelligentsia’s role in society, and the role
of art and literature. Russian literary trends and literary groups were rapidly evolving and were
conflicting with each other in their ideological and aesthetic expressions. Silver Age symbolists,
futurists, acmeists, and modernists were dominating in the early twentieth century, the time when
Russian poetry flourished. The poets Aleksandr Blok, Anna Akhmatova, Marina Tsvetaeva,
Vladimir Mayakovsky, Velimir Khlebnikov, and Mikhail Kuzmin either anticipated Russia’s
renewal after the revolution or were fearful of Russia’s future. A few writers, notably, Evgenii
Zamiatin, Zinaida Gippius, Aleksandr Kuprin, and Ivan Bunin, had to leave the country, dividing
Russian literature into the Soviet and émigré literature. Soviets attempted to create proletariat
art—the art which would praise the regime and its achievements. In order to facilitate and
centralize the creation of art for the proletariat, workers formed Proletkulʹt after 1917. The
organization raised controversies by declaring that new, “pure” proletarian art should be created,
which has no ties to the past culture and to the old intelligentsia. After the organization’s
dissolution, The Russian Association of Proletarian Writers (RAPP, Rossiiskaia assotsiatsiia
proletarskih pisatelei), whose aim was to establish homogenous “true Soviet literature,” was
founded in 1925. Like Proletkulʹt, the association caused disputes among literary community due
to its radical intolerance toward nonconformist, “non-Soviet” writers, which manifested in
denying these writers access to publishers and jobs. The association politicized literature in the
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name of the Party, receiving its support; however, the Central Committee of the Communist
Party dissolved the association in 1932 and replaced it with the Union of Soviet Writers, which
was declared officially in 1934 after two years of planning.
Despite new organizations’ and associations’ plans to make literature monolithic, there
were diverse voices and styles that coexisted and clashed with each other: the examples can be
Iurii Olesha’s satire novel Zavistʹ (Envy; 1927), Aleksandr Blok’s symbolist, ambivalent, and
polyphonic poem Dvenadtsatʹ (The Twelve; 1918), Mikhail Bulgakov’s contemplation on
intelligentsia’s fate in Belaia gvardiia (White Guard; 1923) as well as his fantastic satire novella
on the 1917 Revolution, Sobachʹe serdtse (Heart of a Dog; 1925), and Mandelʹshstam’s depiction
of the trauma from the revolution in his modernist novella Egipetskaia marka (The Egyptian
Stamp; 1928). However, the existence of various forms of expression did not mean there were no
prosecutions of writers by the state. In the beginning of the 1920s, Russian literature was losing
its prominent Silver Age representatives to censorship, arrests, or illnesses. In 1921, Nikolai
Gumilev was arrested and shot, Aleksandr Blok passed away from emaciation and
impoverishment (before his death he made several attempts to leave the country), Anna
Akhmatova published her poems in the 1940s, later the rest of her works were censored. Writers
that praised the new state were receiving approval and support from the regime. Authors with
connections to RAPP, such as Aleksandr Fadeev, Dmitrii Furmanov, and Aleksandr
Serafimovich, contributed to the development of the Soviet prose. Furmanov’s Chapaev (1923),
Serafimovich’s Zheleznyi potok (The Iron Flood; 1924), and Maxim Gorky’s Matʹ (Mother;
1906) became classics of the Soviet literature. Soviet literature was strongly focusing on
depicting the triumph of proletariat heroes over class enemies, portraying the building of the
socialist society in a positive light. As monolithic Soviet literature was establishing itself, Silver
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Age poets and writers started disappearing from the literary scene. Konstantin Vaginov was one
of the Silver Age representatives who wrote for a longer period of time than the departed and
exiled prominent poets and writers to capture the epoch’s turbulent, uncertain times. The poet
and writer witnessed the peak of the Silver Age poets’ creativity and their decline as the Soviet
regime took over the country. His works focused on the mourning of lost pre-revolutionary
culture, instead of praising the new regime. In the 1930s, the Communist Party shut all literary
groups down, permitting only Socialist Realist writers and poets. Shortly after Vaginov’s death
in 1934, his mother was arrested, his drafts of a novel on the 1905 revolution were confiscated,
and later, in 1937, his father was arrested and shot. Vaginov died the same year that the Union of
Soviet Writers was officially founded and as a result of its censorship, the artistic and literary
freedom for writers and poets was lost for many decades.
Vaginov wrote his poems and prose works, including the novels Kozlinaia pesnʹ (1926),
Trudy i dni Svistonova (1929), and Bambochada (1929-1930), as a reflection of the 1920s, of his
feeling of pre-revolutionary St. Petersburg’s loss as well as the intelligentsia’s decline due to the
advent of the new order. The current work analyzes death and “mask” motifs in Vaginov’s
novels through the lens of Bakhtin’s discussion of the romantic grotesque to illustrate Vaginov’s
depiction of the pre-revolutionary culture’s disappearance. This study focuses on Vaginov’s
characters’ inability to bring culture’s renewal and on artificiality of their reality and
personalities through their fear of death, fixation on it, and through their play of disguise.
Chapter One provides details on Vaginov’s biography, allusions to Hellenic culture and St.
Petersburg’s depiction in his novels, and Bakhtin’s discussion of the romantic grotesque. Chapter
Two discusses existing scholarship on Vaginov’s depiction of St. Petersburg and ancient worlds
in his poetry and prose works and expounds upon Vaginov’s polemic with other Silver Age
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poets. Chapter Three illustrates depiction of Vaginov’s characters as the living dead in a
grotesque manner, their obsession with death, dread of it, and the characters’ perception of the
world as a parody to the real one. Chapter Four gives an explanation of the “mask” motif in the
novels and depicts the characters’ performances, their pretense of being someone else in order to
escape their own banal, empty personalities.

9

Chapter One
Konstantin Vaginov’s Biography, His Novels, and Bakhtin’s Romantic Grotesque
Konstantin Vaginov (Wagenheim) is one of the most prominent poets and writers of the Silver
Age, yet one of the least studied. He experimented with various styles, and since his first poetry
publication in 1921, his contemporaries had diverse opinions regarding his poems. Vaginov
remains one of the most mysterious and perhaps one of the most overlooked authors in Russian
literature. However, he was one of the writers who was able to capture the fate of the fellow
members of literary circles and poets of the 1920s and 1930s in his poetry and such novels as
Kozlinaia pesnʹ (The Goat Song; 1926), Trudy i dni Svistonova (The Works and Days of
Svistonov; 1929), Bambochada (Bambocciada; 1929-30) and Garpagoniana (Harpagoniana;
1933). He was not able to finish editing Garpagoniana before his death in 1934 from
tuberculosis, right before the Soviet state started persecutions against him and his family.
Konstantin Vaginov’s poem collections and prose works were not published in the Soviet
Union, however they were not officially banned. In addition, scholars overlooked him in
comparison with other Silver Age poets and writers. The eventual rediscovery of his works
started in the 1960-70s. In part, it happened due to his friendship with Mikhail Bakhtin—who
praised the carnivalesque nature of his works—and Bakhtin’s mentioning them. Vaginov’s shortterm membership in “OBERIU” also contributed to this rediscovery, when the representatives of
the group became of interest to the public in the 1960-70s. In 1967, scholars Leonid Chertkov
and Tatʹiana Nikolʹskaia were first to mention Vaginov in their scholarly works: they included
Vaginov in the almanac Denʹ poezii (Day of Poetry; 1967). The same year, at the student
conference in Tartu, Nikolʹskaia presented the work “O tvorchestve K. Vaginova” (About K.
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Vaginov’s Oeuvre).1 After these scholars’ works on Vaginov, his poetry and prose drew the
interest of the West, which led to his poems’ and novels’ re-publications in 1978 and onward,
abroad.
In 1916, Vaginov entered the Petrograd University to study law, but in 1918 he was
drafted in the Red Army and demobilized in 1922. After returning to St. Petersburg, he would
visit House of Arts (Dom Iskusstv) and join the city’s various contemporary literary groups, but
not as their full affiliated member. Vaginov’s first published poems appeared in the collection of
the group “Ostrovitiane” (Islanders) in 1921. The poems revealed his unique usage of forms and
the peculiar view of the world that distinguished him from most of his contemporaries. His first
collection of poems Puteshestvie v khaos (Journey to Chaos; 1921) was published in 1921 with
the help of the first literary group he was a member of, “Kolʹtso poetov imeni K. Fofanova” (K.
Fofanov’s Circle of Poets). Vaginov was a member of Nikolai Gumilev’s “Zvuchashchaia
rakovina” (The Sounding Sea-Shell) and “Tseh poetov” (Poet Workshop) in 1921. At the end of
1922 he decided to work independently, without any affiliations with literary circles and their
influences, but later joined “OBERIU” for a short period of time. Vaginov’s interests in poetry
were diverse: he would become interested in poetry of futurists, imaginists Volʹf Erlikh and
Grigorii Shmerel and would participate in poetry readings of proletarian poets. Vaginov was in
the constant search for new ways of expression. In 1924 he met Mikhail Bakhtin—who was
working at the moment on his theory of Menippean satire. Bakhtin became a prototype for
Philosopher Andrievskii in Kozlinaia pesnʹ. Apart from mentioned literary groups, Vaginov
participated in the meetings of Bakhtin’s circle as well. Vaginov, having participated in St.
Petersburg’s literary groups’ activities, described and commemorated these groups’

1

Wofgang Kasack, Foreword to Konstantin Vaginov. Sobranie stikhotvorenii (Munich: Verlag Otto
Sagner, 1982), 7.
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representatives in his works. Sometimes described as ironic and satirical, his reflections on
contemporary literary circles, poets and writers are common themes for his novels. Besides
Bakhtin, other representatives of literary groups and Vaginov’s friends became prototypes for the
characters in his novels.2
Apart from describing St. Petersburg’s intelligentsia, Vaginov added other
autobiographical elements in his novels. Just like his novels’ characters, Vaginov was a collector
himself. He collected books, coins, cigarette boxes, and candy wrappers. The writer even
collected folk songs overheard in the streets.3 He was interested in archeology, history, and
numismatics.4 Vaginov’s interests and love for ancient culture and history would be reflected in
his poetry and novels. Vaginov’s favorite book since his childhood was Gibbon’s Istoriia upadka
i razrusheniia Rimskoi imperii (History of Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire; 1776).5 In his
works, Vaginov would compare the fall of ancient worlds to the loss of the pre-revolutionary St.
Petersburg which reflected his ideas on the need for cultural preservation. He found hope of old
culture’s revival in antique values and would reference heroes from Greek or Roman mythology,
such as Apollo, Orpheus, or Diana in his works. In his prose works, Vaginov was able to capture
the rapidly changing world after the Revolution around him. Vaginov perceived the Revolution
as the death of culture. In his early short stories, “Monastyrʹ Gospoda nashego Apollona” (The
Monastery of Our Lord Apollo; 1922) and “Zvezda Vifleema” (The Star of Bethlehem; 1922), he
expressed his criticism of the revolution and culture’s decline. He saw this decline in terms of its

2

It is believed that the prototype for Teptyolkin is Lev Pumpianskii; Misha Kotikov is the prototype for
Pavel Luknitskii. Kostia Rotikov has features of Ivan Likhachev.
3
Tatʹiana Nikolʹskaia, “Tragediia chudakov,” in Konstantin Vaginov (Moscow: Khudozhestvennaia
literatura, 1989), 10.
4
Leonid Chertkov, “Poeziia Konstantina Vaginova,” in Konstantin Vaginov. Sobranie stikhotvorenii
(Munich: Verlag Otto Sagner, 1982), 214.
5
The first volume’s publication is in English. It was published in Russian in seven parts from 1883 to
1886.
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effect on people of science, culture, and history, who could not find their place in this new world.
His early prose contained everyday byt (way of life) of the literary community of St. Petersburg.
The theme of cultural preservation continued in his novels and poetry after his first prose works
and earlier poetry as his reaction to the new regime.6
Vaginov’s first novel Kozlinaia pesnʹ (1926) was a criticism of the post-revolutionary
times. A shortened version of the novel was published in journal “Zvezda” (Star) in 1927, and
later, in 1928, the work was published as a separate book. Kozlinaia pesnʹ was re-published in
1978 in New York in Russian and only in 1989 in the USSR. The novel has several plotlines that
follow a few St. Petersburg intellectuals in their attempts to make sense of the world around
them and find their place in it. The novel’s characters are scholar Teptyolkin, who devoted
himself to the ideas on culture’s preservation and who is working on the book of his lifetime, and
his friends, Neizvestnyi poet (Vaginov’s alter-ego), Misha Kotikov, collector of materials that
related to the dead poet Zaefratskii’s7 life, and a collector of various items Kostia Rotikov. In
their discussions of culture, they wish to preserve “остров Ренессанса”8 (an island of
Renaissance) in the new world that is rapidly changing. They perceive themselves as the last
representatives of high Hellenistic culture, who need to fight against “barbarity” of a new
society. However, they all fail in the end, when the material world and the surrounding lack of
spirituality overpower them: Teptyolkin marries and stops writing, Misha Kotikov becomes a
dentist, Kostia Rotikov starts collecting bezvkusitsa (tacky things, raunch) and falls deep in
poshlostʹ (vulgarity, bad taste), whereas Neizvestnyi poet commits suicide because there is no
place for him in the new world. As Tatʹiana Nikolʹskaia says, Vaginov’s contemporaries had

Tatʹiana Nikolʹskaia, “Konstantin Konstantinovich Vaginov,” in Kratkaia literaturnaia entsiklopediia,
vol. 9 (Moscow: Sovetskaia entsiklopediia, 1978), 169.
7
Vaginov’s contemporaries believed Nikolai Gumilev was a prototype for Zaefratskii.
8
Konstantin Vaginov, Kozlinaia pesnʹ, (Moscow: T8 RUGRAM, 2018), 60.
6
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diverse reactions to the novel since many of the author’s friends recognized themselves in the
characters and were offended by the novel; however, some of them found it amusing.9
Contemporary scholars and writers saw Vaginov’s second novel, Trudy i dni Svistonova
(1929), as an explanation or clue for the first novel. The plot of the second novel also revolves
around the representatives of St. Petersburg’s intelligentsia. The main hero, writer Andrei
Svistonov, is in search of characters for his novels. People around him crave to become his
characters to be preserved in history. Svistonov claims that he “translates” people from the real
world into novels; he treats people as inanimate objects, experimenting with their lives.
Eventually Svistonov loses the distinction between literature and real life, between real people
and fictional characters. The novel’s protagonist meets the same ‘tragic’ end as characters from
Kozlinaia pesnʹ: Svistonov becomes disillusioned about literature, loses his sense of reality, then
becomes a part of his novel himself. Trudy i dni Svistonova continues the theme of culture’s
death and the clash between high culture and everyday banality.
Vaginov proceeds with the theme of cultural preservation in his third novel Bambochada
(1931).10 The novel’s characters are collectors, who are trying to save culture (they feel they are
losing it) by collecting various artifacts of byt, just like characters in Kozlinaia pesnʹ. The main
hero Evgenii sees the world as a theatrical performance: he loves adventures and travel, does not
take anything seriously, and lacks any sense of responsibility. His friend, Toropulo, is obsessed
with collecting culinary books, whereas another character, Ermilov, cannot let go of his daughter
Varenʹka’s death and commemorates her by talking with everyone about her. In the end, Evgenii
gets bored; he realizes the emptiness of his life after becoming sick with tuberculosis and being

9

Nikolʹskaia, “Tragediia chudakov,” 12.
It was reprinted in 1972 in Turin in Italian.
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placed in a sanatorium. However, he escapes from it and continues his travels by writing to his
friends under different names from different places, continuing his disguise.
As scholar Leonid Chertkov notes, during the period of 1926-1930, Vaginov’s poems
started reflecting the denial of the existing reality, the new society. At the same time, Vaginov
was trying to understand this society without changing his forms of expression. However,
Vaginov realized that it was impossible, and this realization is reflected in his works. As
Chertkov notes, “[п]ерестройка формальная шла параллельно с перестройкой
общественной. В стихи этих лет проникает ставшая традиционно русской тема
Достоевского - “бездна вверху, бездна внизу”. Ирония Вагинова, более проявившаяся,
правда, в его прозе - болезненна. Он - часть осмеиваемого им мира, который он никак не
может совместить с зовущей, но пугающей его действительностью.”11 Vaginov’s prose
illustrates his own and his contemporaries’ inability to find their place in the new world; it
presents the pessimistic view on the possibility of saving culture.
Scholars, such as Natalia Falikova and Pavel Uspenskij, agree that Vaginov’s novels
reveal opposition to the new order of things, but in a paradoxical way. They see Vaginov’s style
in his novels as his attempt to become a Soviet writer, but with his self-identification unchanged.
According to them, “[t]he recurring conflict between modernist and Soviet discourse in each of
his novels reflects the paradoxical nature of Vaginov’s subjectivity. The prime mover of this
recurring conflict was Vaginov’s aspiration to be a Soviet writer and a Soviet person, even while
he was unable to replace his modernist sense of self completely with the new Soviet paradigm.”12
Vaginov was not just a poet who used eclectic forms of expression that resemble symbolism,

Chertkov, “Poeziia Konstantina Vaginova,” 225.
Natalia Falikova and Pavel Uspenskij, “The Soviet Writer Konstantin Vaginov: From Poetics to
Subjectivity,” The Russian Review, vol. 78 (October 2019): 639.
11
12
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acmeism, and futurism, which makes it hard to situate him as a poet—at the same time, his prose
reflected the struggle he experienced as a writer, who is at the intersection of different societies
and literary waves.
In the discussion of the literary scholarship on Vaginov, it would be illuminating to
mention the Bakhtinian lens that scholars analyze Vaginov’s works through. Anthony Anemone
notes that it is not enough to directly apply Mikhail Bakhtin’s ideas on carnival and Menippean
satire to Vaginov’s works since Vaginov’s “satire is profoundly pessimistic”13 in comparison to
“truly carnivalesque” associations with “joyful ambivalence and rebirth through death”14 that
Bakhtin’s ideas focus on. In addition, Anemone comments that one should not eliminate the
possibility of polemic between Vaginov and Bakhtin on Russian culture and the dialogic nature
of their communication: their close association and belonging to one literary circle “created the
context for a dialogue that was continued in the novels, essays and books produced in the
following years.”15 Thus, the relationship between Bakhtin’s and Vaginov’s works is complex,
taking into account their mutual influence on one another as they belonged to one literary circle.
This work examines Vaginov’s novels through Bakhtin’s discussion of the romantic
grotesque, focusing on the characters’ individual perception of the world and themselves. It is
hard to provide one definition of the grotesque since it evolves, depending on epoch and genre.
According to Rune Graulund, the definition of the grotesque can be summarized in general terms
as “anything that disrupts whatever is considered to be the norm at a particular place and time.”16
Istvan Csicery-Ronay Jr., in his comparison of the grotesque with the sublime, states that the

Anthony Anemone, “Carnival in Theory and Practice: Vaginov and Bakhtin,” in The Contexts of
Bakhtin: Philosophy, Authorship, Aesthetics, ed. David Shepherd (Taylor & Francis Group, 1998), 61.
14
Anemone, 61.
15
Anemone, 67.
16
Rune Graulund, “Grotesque,” Oxford Research Encyclopedia of Literature Online, October 30, 2019,
https://doi.org/10.1093/acrefore/9780190201098.013.1067.
13
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grotesque is a “projection of fascinated repulsion/attraction out into objects that consciousness
cannot accommodate, because the object disturbs the sense of rational, natural categorization.”17
To sum up, whenever there is a disruption in harmony, as people perceive it, this disruption is
considered grotesque. According to Agata Krzychylkiewicz, if during the Enlightenment and
Neoclassicism, the grotesque acquired negative connotations and represented everything that was
“considered deformed, macabre, ugly, unnatural, ridiculous and absurd,”18 during the Romantic
period, artists “embraced the grotesque” to emphasize “their individuality, their liberation from
the confines imposed by the previous epoch, but also to underline their isolation from the rest of
the world.”19 In Tvorchestvo Fransua Rable i narodnaia kulʹtura srednevekovʹia i Renessansa,
Mikhail Bakhtin discusses the re-emergence of the grotesque and its re-imagining during preRomanticism and early Romanticism times. According to Bakhtin, this new approach to
grotesque starts to reflect people’s subjective experiences and individual views on the world.20
Bakhtin maintains that the romantic grotesque was the means to express condemnation of
rationalism and authoritarianism: “В известной мере [романтический гротеск] был реакцией
на те элементы классицизма и Просвещения, которые порождали ограниченность и
одностороннюю серьезность этих течений: на узкий рассудочный рационализм, на
государственную и формально-логическую авторитарность, на стремление к готовости,
завершенности и однозначности, на дидактизм и утилитаризм просветителей, на наивный
или казенный оптимизм и т.п.”21 The grotesque takes diverse shapes as the means for writers

Istvan Csicsery-Ronay, Jr., “On the Grotesque in Science Fiction,” Science Fiction Studies, vol. 29,
no.1 (March 2002): 71.
18
Agata Krzychylkiewicz, “Towards the Understanding of the Modern Grotesque,” Journal of Literary
Studies, vol. 19, no. 2 (2003): 212.
19
Krzychylkiewicz, 212.
20
Mikhail Bakhtin, Tvorchestvo Fransua Rable i narodnaia kulʹtura srednevekovʹia i Renessansa
(Moscow: “Khudozhestvennaia literatura,” 1990), 45.
21
Bakhtin, 45.
17
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to express either condemnation on the world or praise of it and to break existing traditions by
depicting their own subjective worldviews.
The grotesque took many forms in the 1920s and 1930s in the works of early Soviet
writers who had deviated from the course that the official state dictated for literature: praising the
revolution and the Soviet state. As Naum Leiderman claims, one needs to reconsider the literary
processes that were taking place in the Soviet Union in the 1920s:
Требует пересмотра мифа о том, что господствующими векторами литературного
процесса 1920-х гг. были расцвет романтической тенденции и зарождение
соцреализма. На самом деле в 20-е годы наиболее яркими достижениями отмечена
экспрессионисткая художественная стратегия. Социально-психологической почвой
тому было хаотическое “состояние мира”. Экспрессионизм, где вся
художественная система мотивируется и обуславливается эмоциональным
состоянием субъекта сознания (крайняя взвинченность, восприятие
действительности как антимира, безумного и иррационального, “экстремизм
формы” - поэтика гротескной деформации) оказался наиболее адекватной ‘формой
времени.’”22
Vaginov was writing in the atmosphere of literary experiments in the chaotically changing
society of the 1920s. After witnessing the turmoil in the country, some writers, such as Andrei
Platonov, Mikhail Bulgakov, and Iurii Olesha, chose grotesque and expressionist means to
portray their subjective worldview, full of chaos, fear, and tragedy.
As Andrew Kahn, Mark Lipovetsky, Irina Reyfman, and Stephanie Sandler say in their
work on the history of Russian literature, “[g]rotesque modernism can render ideas of utopia
(Platonov), the rational and the irrational (Zamiatin, Krzhizhanovsky), the ideological and the
mundane (Erenburg, Zoshchenko, Erdman, Ilʹf, and Petrov), lofty and degraded (Vaginov),

Naum Leiderman, “O ‘belyh piatnah’ i mifah v istorii russkoi literatury Sovetskoi epohi (1920-e
gody),” Filologicheskii klass, no. 21 (2009): 32.
22
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poetic and vulgar (Olesha, Dobychin), human and animalistic (Bulgakov, Mayakovsky).”23
Vaginov was among the writers who portrayed society in the grotesque manner in the times
when grotesque seemed to be the most accurate way of depicting the upheavals in the country for
the writers, who did not agree with the existing order of things in the country. Literary scholars
view grotesque in Vaginov’s works as a contrast of the lofty world with the degraded. According
to Olʹga Shindina, “[с]клонность к сатирическому началу и гротескным деформациям,
очевидно, была характерным качеством художественного видения Вагинова и, кроме того,
могла усиливаться близкими поисками представителей многочисленных и разнообразных
научных и литературно-художественных кружков и объединений, к которым он
принадлежал.”24 Shindina claims that Vaginov’s inclination to use grotesque and satire is a
distinctive feature of his writing. In addition, according to Shindina, Vaginov’s tragicomic tone
in his novels Kozlinaia pesnʹ, Trudy i dni Svistonova, and Bambochada could derive from
Bakhtin’s ideas on the Menippean satire and Lev Pumpianskii’s ideas on Dostoevsky’s
tragicomic novels25 that Vaginov heard of during their meetings.26
Vaginov’s tragicomic novels contain elements of the romantic grotesque and
carnivalization. According to Bakhtin, the romantic grotesque does not evoke a feeling of unity,
like a medieval carnival does, but rather it illustrates an alienation and seclusion of individuals.
Bakhtin’s romantic grotesque can be defined as a “карнавал, переживаемый в одиночку с
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острым сознанием этой своей отъединенности.”27 In such an individual carnival, laughter is
turned into sarcasm and irony, there is no revival essence in it, and is no longer joyful. These
grotesque elements are expressed in an individual’s perception of the world: “Мир
романтического гротеска—это в той или иной степени страшный и чуждый человеку мир.
Все привычное, обычное, обыденное, обжитое, общепризнанное оказывается вдруг
бессмысленным, сомнительным, чуждым и враждебным человеку! Свой мир вдруг
превращается в чужой мир.”28 The world in the setting of the romantic grotesque is alien and
hostile: there, the familiar environment is turned into a strange and foreign place. An individual
goes through it independently—it is not connected to the renewal that carnival brings after its
celebrations.
As mentioned, Bakhtin notes that the revival aspect and carnivalesque laughter in the
romantic grotesque disappear. Unlike Bakhtin, who claims that grotesque is positive in medieval
folk culture, Wolfgang Kayser views all forms of grotesque as dark and full of horror and the
demonic. Kayser defines the grotesque as “the Estranged World:” “We are so strongly affected
and terrified because it is our world which ceases to be reliable, and we feel that we would be
unable to live in this changed world. The grotesque instills fear of life rather than fear of
death.”29 For both Bakhtin and Kayser, the grotesque can be defined as the world that became
alien, making people fearful of life and unable to navigate themselves in it. This definition of the
grotesque is applied to Bakhtin’s discussion of the romantic grotesque in particular. However,
the carnivalesque world is still present in Vaginov’s novels, where the setting of the romantic
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grotesque serves as a means to show the changing times that St. Petersburg intellectuals struggle
to fit into. As Geoffrey Harpham says,
Another way of incorporating the grotesque into non-grotesque structures is by the use of
certain themes which almost inherently involve the grotesque. Some of these are
predominantly literary, such as the masked ball, the Carnival, and the double. (...) In
works with such themes, the grotesque can serve as a thematic metaphor for confusion,
chaos, insanity, loss of perspective, social collapse, or disintegration, or angst. The plain
assumption of the grotesque is that the rules of order have collapsed; for this reason it is
strongest in eras of upheaval or crisis, when old beliefs in old orders are threatened or
crumbling.30
Vaginov expresses this feeling of alienation in the depiction of the pre-revolutionary St.
Petersburg culture’s loss. The city that he spent his whole life living and creating in turned into
Leningrad. The new order of things that the Soviet government brought changed his position as a
writer in a society. In his novels, Vaginov illustrates this seclusion from the surrounding world
and change of perception through his characters’ experiences. The surrounding places that they
knew now feel artificial, toylike or like a copy or a parody of an original. Vaginov’s carnival and
grotesque are pessimistic. Although Bakhtin says that “[п]римирение с миром, если оно
происходит, совершается в субъективно-лирическом или даже в мистическом плане,”31
For Vaginov’s characters, reconciliation with the new world and the revival do not happen in a
mystical layer—the characters fall into the banality of everyday life, byt and poshlostʹ, in which
“образы материально-телесной жизни—еда, питье, испражнения, совокупление, роды—
почти вовсе утрачивают свое возрождающее значение и превращаются в ‘низкий быт.’”32
Bakhtin discusses the feature of a “mask” motif in the romantic grotesque. He mentions,
“[в] романтизме маска почти полностью утрачивает свой возрождающий и обновляющий
Geoffrey Harpham, “The Grotesque: First Principles,” The Journal of Aesthetics and Art Criticism, vol.
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момент и приобретает мрачный оттенок. За маской часто оказывается страшная пустота,
‘Ничто.’”33 The motif illustrates how Vaginov’s characters see themselves: as half-humans,
caricatures, as if they are on the borderline between worlds. They escape reality by pretending to
be someone else. Eventually, having experienced the feeling of loss or emptiness throughout the
novels, all of them fail.
Vaginov introduces the theme of death and the liminal space between the living and the
dead worlds in his works as another way to express his characters’ feeling of loss and
hopelessness or as a way to depict their personalities’ emptiness and their inability to preserve
high culture. The death motif is related to other features of the romantic grotesque. These motifs
are a motif of a doll and a puppet that Bakhtin describes as “[п]редставление о чуждой
нечеловеческой силе, управляющей людьми и превращающей их в марионетки”34 and a
motif of a devil (chёrt), which in the romantic grotesque turns into something “melancholic” and
not “funny” or “amusing.”35 These motifs complement the expression of the characters’ feeling
of existence between the two worlds, where they experience the world as if it is a parody, they
themselves are caricatures and not fully living people.
Having belonged to almost all of the literary circles of St. Petersburg, experimenting with
literary forms of expression, Konstantin Vaginov’s works contain their distinct features, making
his novels complex and multi-layered. In his novels Kozlinaia pesnʹ, Trudy i dni Svistonova, and
Bambochada, Vaginov depicted the changing world of the 1920-30s in the Soviet Union with the
means of the romantic grotesque motifs, which, as Mikhail Bakhtin mentioned, lack reviving
nature in them. After decades from the time of his death, Konstantin Vaginov’s name starts
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appearing in scholarly works since the 1960s; his works begin being published in Russia and
abroad. Vaginov portrayed pre-revolutionary intelligentsia and old culture through grotesque
elements during the times when expressionistic and non-conventional methods of writing existed
alongside new Soviet literature that praised the new state. Scholars noticed how his prose
continued his poems’ theme of rediscovery of oneself in the changing world, however, his prose
works were more pessimistic and satirical about this. The development of Vaginov’s vision on
the last generation of St. Petersburg’s intellectuals and on pre-revolutionary culture was one of
the main features of Vaginov’s works that scholars distinguished.
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Chapter Two
Scholarship on Vaginov’s Works: Ancient Worlds and Loss of Pre-Revolutionary Culture
Since the time when Konstantin Vaginov’s first prose and poems were published, the most
studied themes in his works have been St. Petersburg and pre-revolutionary culture’s death.
Vaginov’s allusions to the worlds of Ancient Greece and Ancient Rome, which first appeared in
his poetry in 1920s, emerged in his large prose works, Kozlinaia pesnʹ, Trudy i dni Svistonova,
and Bambochada. Scholarship on Vaginov examined his works in the context of turbulent
changes in society by analyzing his voice in literature through his poetic polemic with Silver Age
poets and writers and his comparisons of the ancient worlds’ cultures with the pre-revolutionary
St. Petersburg.
Prominent scholars analyzed Vaginov’s novels through the lens of his love of ancient
cultures. Leonid Chertkov mentions Vaginov’s association of St. Petersburg with Hellas: “Это
болезненный деградирующий и тем ярче цветущий перед падением эллинизм упадка. (…)
Сквозь реальную географию Петрограда (Сенная, Стрелка, Гостиный двор) [Вагинов]
видит Антиохию, Александрию, Родос – в достаточной мере условные.”1 The images of
culture’s decline, St. Petersburg, and of ancient worlds become intertwined in Vaginov’s oeuvre.
In his Peterburgskii tekst, Vladimir Toporov states that Vaginov’s first prose work “Monastyrʹ
Gospoda nashego Apollona” (1922) was the start of the themes of culture’s death and the need
for culture’s preservation in Vaginov’s prose. Toporov also mentions Vaginov’s continuation of
these themes in Kozlinaia pesnʹ:
Одним из главных образов его поэтического творчества был образ Петербурга.
Вагинов сравнивал Петроград времен военного коммунизма с любимым им
Древним Римом времени упадка. Просвещение в России, сначала неосознанно или
Leonid Chertkov, “Poeziia Konstantina Vaginova,” in Konstantin Vaginov. Sobranie stikhotvorenii
(Munich: Verlag Otto Sagner, 1982), 223.
1
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не вполне осознанно, с течением времени все более и более осознавая, выбрало
своим персонифицированным знаком и знамением именно античного бога света и
гармонии Аполлона. В этом контексте русский аполлинизм был существенной
альтернативой тому хаосу, той тьме, о которых писал поэт и которые обступали
человека, рвущегося к «космосу» и к свету и отчаянно тоскующего даже по
достижении света. «Аполлоновское» начало помогало человеку в борьбе со
страхом и ужасом — и реальными, и мнимыми — и учило его преодолению
бездны, указывало сам путь от тьмы к свету.2
Vaginov’s works reflect the theme of the old “Apollo” world’s death during the times of
“машинн[ая] цивилизаци[я]”3 (machine civilization), and the necessity of saving authentic and
high culture: they compare the transition from pre-revolutionary St. Petersburg to Leningrad with
the destruction of ancient civilization during the times of barbaric conquests. Vaginov’s views on
saving ancient culture can be traced in all his works from poetry to prose.
In his study of the ancient culture in Russian literature, Georgii Knabe also points to
Vaginov’s allusions to the Hellenic world. According to Knabe, new literature was emerging in
the 1920-30s after St. Petersburg’s ties to ancient classical culture started disappearing,
especially after the hunger and terror in 1918-1921.4 This new literature that Knabe mentions
reflected the decline of the ancient culture in St. Petersburg and in Russian culture. At first, the
representatives of the intelligentsia cheered the fall of obsolete classic culture, displaced by the
new life, but later some of them realized the irreplaceability of old culture: “Уже через
несколько лет, однако, появились и такие, кому становилось ясно, что «живая жизнь»,
лишенная укорененной, лично воспринятой великой культуры отнюдь не жива, а так же
мертва и пуста, как всё то, чему, казалось, пробужденная революцией «живая жизнь» шла
Vladimir Toporov, Peterburgskii tekst russkoi literatury (Saint Petersburg: “Iskusstvo-SPB,” 2003),
156.
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на смену.”5 Knabe states that, in his novel Kozlinaia pesnʹ, Vaginov was one of the first writers
who captured the ancient tradition’s loss and its importance in bringing order. Knabe writes that
NEP6 was the period when writers, including Vaginov, realized that the revival of the old culture
is not possible because the new byt has established itself fully:
Описанное духовное состояние петербургской интеллигенции Серебряного века и
как ее отрицающее продолжение — скрытая за гаерством и абсурдом тоска
Вагинова или Егунова еще сохраняли эти связь и единство, были последним их
проявлением. С НЭПом к этим людям впервые пришло осознание воцарившегося в
Петербурге «Нового быта». Он больше не нес в себе ни в прямой, ни в
извращенной форме жажды классики, жажды петербургского начала русской
культуры. Он был торжеством частной повседневности, в которой все былые
противоположности хотя и сохранялись, но утрачивали свой исходный подлинный
смысл.7
The death of the ancient culture becomes one of the major themes for Vaginov in both his poems
and his prose works, such as “Monastyrʹ Gospoda nashego Apollona,” “Zvezda Vifleema,”
Kozlinaia pesnʹ, Trudy i dni Svistonova and Bambochada.
Vaginov’s characters as saviors and keepers of old culture were the focus of analysis for
scholars alongside Vaginov’s allusions to the ancient worlds. In his work on Vaginov’s novels,
Anthony Anemone examines the obsessive collectors of St. Petersburg in the novels as
Vaginov’s answer to the oppressive regime and its impact on artists’ and writers’ freedom.
Maintaining that Russian society and culture of the 1920s and early 1930s returned to a
traditional cultural model of “premodern” Russia that is defined as “a paradigm of art based on
patronage and a client-servant relationship between the state and the artist,”8 Anemone claims
5
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that Vaginov depicts the collector as “the quintessential figure in the modern system of art as an
autonomous and fetishistic activity” and a “defender of the autonomy of the art” in Soviet Russia
because “the collector, unlike the artist, is unthinkable in the premodern, patronage-based system
of Stalinist culture.”9 At the same time, Anemone suggests that the progressive moral and
cultural degradation of the novels’ characters can reflect Vaginov’s inability to make sense of the
Revolution and the new order as well as his failure to find a place for himself in the new society
as a writer and a representative of Russian intelligentsia.
Vaginov’s depiction of intelligentsia’s decline and the theme of death drew the attention
of scholars in relation to his literary relationships with fellow poets. Anthony Anemone links
Vaginov’s vision of death to Nikolai Gumilev’s poems as well as to the influence of Gumilev’s
death on Vaginov. Anemone claims that Vaginov’s vision of culture’s death manifested itself in
the symbolism of the Star of Bethlehem (the Eastern Star) in Vaginov’s poem “Greshnoe nebo s
zvezdoi Vifleemskoiu” (“Sinful sky with the Star of Bethlehem”).10 Anemone connects
Vaginov’s Eastern Star with Gumilev’s poem “Na dalekoi zvezde Venere” (“Upon the distant
star Venus”). According to the scholar, Vaginov’s reference to the Star in “Greshnoe nebo” is
Vaginov’s tribute to the legacy of Gumilev. Both poems are united through the theme of death,
however, if Gumilev depicts death in a positive light, claiming that there is no death—only
transfiguration, Vaginov portrays death in a negative light and laments for the dead. Anemone
links the Eastern Star in Vaginov’s poem to his prose work “Zvezda Vifleema,” in which
Vaginov depicts the death of old culture after the advent of the Soviet era. According to
Anemone, for Vaginov, “the Eastern star is associated with the shattered culture of the past, the
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death of the artist, and, perhaps, the future death of poetry itself.”11 Thus, Vaginov transformed
Gumilev’s positive depiction of life and rebirth, and, as Anemone maintains, “present[ed] an
increasingly apocalyptic vision of the future of Russian culture and poetry in Soviet society.”12
Anemone depicts the polemic of Vaginov with Gumilev that provides a new angle to Vaginov’s
vision of culture’s death. Vaginov’s pessimistic, apocalyptic vision of Russia’s culture, derived
from witnessing his fellow poets’ and mentors’ deaths, manifested itself in his poems and prose
works, which have traces of his fellow poets’ impact.
Apart from Gumilev, Vaginov engages in polemic with another Silver Age poet, Osip
Mandelʹshtam, to reinterpret the old culture’s place in the new Soviet society. Evgenii Koziura
claims that Vaginov’s poem “Немного меда, перца и вервены/ И темный вкус от рук твоих
во рту” (“A little honey, pepper, and verbena/And a dark taste in mouth from them at your
hands”)13 illustrates Vaginov’s acceptance of Mandelʹshtam’s gift of introducing him to high
culture. One of the components of the “gift” that Vaginov describes is verbena, which
Mandelʹshtam never mentions in his poems, but Gumilev does. In this light, Koziura suggests
that “мандельштамовский «дар» в стихотворении Вагинова приравнивается к колдовству и
ворожбе, к вызыванию мертвецов, утаскивающих живых в свое пространство. Любые
попытки «воскрешения» исчезнувшей культуры грозят гибелью самим воскрешающим.” 14
According to Koziura, Vaginov’s lyrical subject becomes a part of high culture after he accepted
the gift of his predecessors, but rebirth of this high culture is imaginary and impossible: “Таким
образом, приняв «дар», лирический субъект отождествился с «возродившимся» миром
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европейской культуры, стал «плотью от плоти» этого мира. Но возрождение оказывается
мнимым.”15 Vaginov reinterprets Mandelʹshtam’s lyrical subject, which merges with the world
around it, and turns it into the divided lyrical subject: “‘Генетически’ связанное с
исчезнувшим (уничтоженным) миром высокой культуры, Я вынужденно существовать в
новом мире, частью которого оно не является. Поэтому, лирический субъект,
старающийся перенестись в навсегда ушедший мир, себя, живущего в «современности»
объявляет неподлинным.”16 Koziura mentions another type of Vaginov’s subjectivity: the
subjectivity that is a mediator between the old culture and the new one. The similar, divided,
identity of the author would later be developed, appearing in Vaginov’s Kozlinaia pesnʹ as his
alter-ego Neizvestnyi poet.
Apart from the grotesque and theme of the old culture’s death, scholars also focused their
attention on semi-autobiographical depiction of the well-known Silver Age poets and writers in
relation to Vaginov’s novels. They analyzed Vaginov’s novels in the context of the “roman à clef
”17 tradition that was becoming popular in the 1920s and 1930s in the Soviet Union. Similarly to
Konstantin Vaginov, such writers as Olga Forsh, Aleksei Losev, and Veniamin Kaverin wrote
semi-autobiographical novels portraying the last generation of old intelligentsia. Svetlana
Sorokina states that Vaginov, Forsh, and Kaverin’s depiction of literary and private byt of St.
Petersburg’s writers as well as Mikhail Bulgakov’s portrayal of Moscow’s theatrical life of the
1920-30s, illustrate “переломные годы в развитии и русской истории, и литературы,
ознаменованные 1917 годом, вызвавшим стык двух поколений, двух культур: старой
интеллигентской и новой пролетарской. Задача авторов – ‘связать воедино две эпохи,
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покарать безвременность искусства.’”18 Vaginov was not only among the writers who
captured the life of old intelligentsia—he was one of the most influential among them. Vaginov’s
impact can be traced in some of the works that were published after his novels. According to
Sergei Kibalʹnik, Aleksei Losev uses pianist Mariia Iudina as inspiration for his character, Mariia
Radina, in his novel Zhenshchina-myslitelʹ (A Woman-Thinker; 1934), just like Vaginov (who
was the prototype for Maksim Maksimovich in Losev’s novel) used her as a prototype for Marʹia
Dalmatova (Teptyolkin’s wife) in Kozlinaia pesnʹ. Kibalʹnik states that Losev got inspiration
from Vaginov’s novel, relying on Vaginov’s work in his symbolic-mythical depiction of the
1920s intelligentsia’s life and mores: “Лосев также развивает эту тему в жанре «романа с
ключом», но далеко не в том трагикомическом, мениппейном духе, который был
свойствен Вагинову. При этом внутреннее отталкивание от характера решения ее
Вагиновым сопровождалось у Лосева одновременной значительной ориентацией на
него.”19 For Kibalʹnik, Vaginov’s Kozlinaia pesnʹ was the most radical and influential
reevaluation of “aesthetic and moral values and mores of Silver Age.”20
Aleksandr Kobrinskii, like Kibalʹnik, notices Vaginov’s influence on the further
development of semi-autobiographical novels pertaining to Silver Age tradition and values.
Kobrinskii mentions Vaginov’s influence on Daniil Kharms and specifically his novella
“Starukha” (The Old Woman; 1939). Like Vaginov, Kharms focuses on the gatherings of writers
and poets, making writing a central motif of his work. According to Kobrinskii, “Хармс
продолжает и развивает вагиновские приемы автобиографизации текста, включения в него
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автобиографических элементов.”21 These autobiographical elements were different from
Vaginov’s: in Kozlinaia pesnʹ “возникает тотальная прототипизация практически всех
персонажей—прототипы легко узнавались современниками (на что текст и был
ориентирован изначально). В ТиДС [Труды и дни Свистонова]—работает принцип
трансформации реального мира, окружающего писателя, в текст. В Б [Бамбочада] больше
представлено конкретных деталей собственной биографии Вагинова—от описания дома,
где он жил до заболевания туберкулезом и подробных ощущений человека, знающего, что
его болезнь смертельна и что жить ему осталось совсем немного.”22 Kharms added
autobiographical elements in his novella as well. In addition, the reader can identify Kharms’s
own alter-ego in the implied author in his novella as well as the prototypes for other writers and
poets, the literary technique Kharms adopted from Vaginov and his novels.
Konstantin Vaginov provided the apt depiction of pre-revolutionary culture’s
replacement with the new Soviet way of life. This depiction manifested in Vaginov’s prose
works, in which he broadened the theme of old culture’s death and its revival, first appeared in
his poems. In addition, Vaginov contributed to the development of the “novel with a key” genre
in the beginning of the twentieth century alongside such writers as Aleksei Losev, Olga Forsh,
and Mikhail Bulgakov. Considered as one of the most prominent writers of the semiautobiographical novels that depict the turmoil of intelligentsia’s life of the twentieth century,
Vaginov is also thought to be one of the successors of such Silver Age poets as Nikolai Gumilev
and Osip Mandelʹshtam, with whom he engaged in polemic in his poems, building his worldview
on Russia’s fate and culture.
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Chapter Three
The Romantic Grotesque, Obsession with Death, and the Impossibility of Rebirth
In his novels, Konstantin Vaginov portrays the world in a grotesque and carnivalesque setting.
He depicts his characters’ alienation from the new society, from the new world that was built
around them, through the theme of death and its grotesque depiction. Vaginov describes his
characters (Teptyolkin, Misha Kotikov, Kostia Rotikov, Ermilov, and Evgenii) as the living
dead. His characters try to escape death or outplay it; at the same time, they are fascinated with
death and with the afterlife. Through their attitude to death and renewal, Vaginov depicted how
the world became alien to his characters, who strive to bring back the old culture through
academic works and material things. Vaginov juxtaposes the world of old culture with the new,
Soviet, existing world, a society that his characters do not belong to. The theme of death unites
Vaginov’s characters’ alienation, their perception of the world as a parody or a mimicry, and
their attempts to bring the old world’s culture back.
In Kozlinaia pesnʹ, the author both perceives and describes St. Petersburg and its citizens
in a carnivalesque and also grotesque sense. In the first foreword, the implied author, who
“stands by the threshold of the book,”1 gives a fantastical depiction of St. Petersburg. He
emphasizes its unnatural grotesque nature: “Петербург окрашен для меня с некоторых пор в
зеленоватый цвет, мерцающий, цвет ужасный, фосфорический,”2 the city seems to be
existing on the border between reality and phantasmagoria. Mikhail Bakhtin describes such
carnivalesque perception of the city in his work on Dostoevsky’s novels. In his work, Bakhtin
depicts how Dostoevsky views the city: “то было прежде всего особое ощущение Петербурга
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со всеми его резкими социальными контрастами как «фантастической волшебной грезы»,
как «сна», как чего-то стоящего на грани реальности и фантастического вымысла.”3
Vaginov perceives the city in a similar, fantastic way: he adds grotesque visions into his
perception that emphasize his alienation from the city that St. Petersburg has turned into:
Leningrad.
For the implied author of Kozlinaia pesnʹ, it is not only the city but also people living in it
who have changed. The city’s inhabitants are turned into beastly creatures: “Мигнет огонек – и
не Петр Петрович перед тобой, а липкий гад; взметнется огонек – и ты сам хуже гада; и по
улицам не люди ходят: заглянешь под шляпку – змеиная голова; всмотришься в старушку
– жаба сидит и животом движет.”4 Vaginov sees St. Petersburg as a city that developed a
double nature, which it never had before: one reflecting the true St. Petersburg, another—the
new world that the city and its citizens have become. As Rune Graulund and Justin Edwards
note, the grotesque view of humans who have “the distorted and disproportionate qualities of
forms that incorporate animalistic, or, in some cases, vegetative life forms” usually contrasts
with “the common conceptions of classical aesthetics, which focus on symmetrical
representations of bodies and figures that are unified, harmonious and well-proportioned.”5 In a
similar manner, Vaginov emphasizes the alien and distorted nature of the city and its people,
contrasting them with what they were before, the center of high culture and aesthetics. Vaginov
concludes the first foreword with “Не люблю я Петербурга, кончилась мечта моя”6 because
its citizens now pretend and lie: “Зайдешь в магазин - бывший генерал за прилавком стоит и
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заученно улыбается; войдешь в музей - водитель знает, что лжет, и лгать продолжает.”7
The author’s world and his city turned into an unfamiliar, strange world; these places are not
what they were before.
After the first foreword, the implied author ‘enters’ the novel with a second foreword—
by the author, who appears in the middle of the book. There, the author states, “[т]еперь нет
Петербурга. Есть Ленинград.”8 For Vaginov, the St. Petersburg that he knows is dead, and he
does not intend to depict the new world, but to “bury” the old one: “но Ленинград нас не
касается – автор по профессии гробовщик, а не колыбельных дел мастер. (...) Поведет
носиком - трупом пахнет; значит, гроб нужен. И любит он своих покойников, и ходит за
ними еще при жизни, и ручки им жмет, и заговаривает, и исподволь доски заготовляет,
гвоздики закупает, кружев по случаю достает.”9 Vaginov’s characters are already “dead,”
while being alive, they exist on the borderline of the world of the dead and the living. The
implied author walks among them waiting for their “complete” deaths to make coffins for his
characters and bury them. Vaginov’s depiction of death in this excerpt is not romantic, it does
not lead to higher truth or serve as a means for revival or renewal. Instead, it is grotesque and
carnivalesque in Vaginov’s vivid and derisive depiction of decay, death, and walking among the
living dead. As Bakhtin states, the depiction of death through carnivalesque lens “проникнуто
подчеркнутым фамильярными профанирующим отношением к кладбищу, к похоронам, к
кладбищенскому духовенству, к покойникам, к самому ‘смерти таинству.’” 10 Such a
beginning sets the theme of the fascination with the world of the dead—the motif that is present
in Vaginov’s subsequent novels. Vaginov portrays the world of “the romantic grotesque,” in
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which the characters’ attempts to escape death, their profanation of it or fascination with it
represent the alienation of the world, its emptiness, and parodic nature in contrast to the real,
authentic world.
In the notes on his childhood and youth from 1918-1920, Neizvestnyi poet, Vaginov’s
alter-ego and a double of Kozlinaia pesnʹ’s implied author, looks at the city and feels that he is
left all alone: “Все давно уехали. Но он не имеет права, он не может покинуть город. Пусть
бегут все, пусть смерть, но он здесь останется и высокий храм Аполлона сохранит.”11
Neizvestnyi poet promises that he will stay and will keep the culture that his generation is losing,
despite the danger of death. The theme of preserving the old haunts him and his contemporaries;
this becomes their only purpose. Teptyolkin sees Neizvestnyi poet, himself and other main
characters in the book as “последний остров Ренессанса:”12 “мы, единственно мы, сохраняем
огоньки критицизма, уважение к наукам, уважение к человеку; для нас нет ни господина,
ни раба. Мы все находимся в высокой башне, мы слышим, как яростные волны бьются о
гранитные бока.”13 Teptyolkin, Philosopher, Neizvestnyi poet, Misha Kotikov, and Kostia
Rotikov try to save the old culture, and they see themselves on the edge of extinction. They are
worried that people of the new society will misrepresent them: “Победители всегда чернят
побежденных и превращают – будь то боги, будь то люди – в чертей. Так было во все
времена, так будет и с нами.”14 Therefore, they try to find ways to preserve memory about
themselves and the old culture through scholarly works, poems, collecting, and discussions about
culture. Neizvestnyi poet expresses the necessity of leaving legacy that would depict them as
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enlighteners rather than as “черти” when he suggests writing a poem about a city where
“свирепствует метафизическая чума” and “синьоры избирают греческие имена и уходят в
замок.”15 He views himself and his friends as “синьоры” who “спускаются в подземелье,
складывают в нем свои лучезарные изображения для будущих поколений”16 right before
the last storming of their castle. Having kept their legacy, these signors “выходят на верную
гибель, на осмеяние, на бесславную смерть, ибо иной смерти для них сейчас не
существует.”17 In Neizvestnyi poet’s vision, the representatives of culture and science are
persecuted; their defeat is inevitable. However, despite the danger of death, they manage to leave
memory of old culture and of themselves for future generations. This is the idealistic vision that
Neizvestnyi poet, Teptyolkin, and their friends have of themselves: they immortalize themselves
in their legacy of creative and academic works and collections.
In Days and Works of Svistonov, Svistonov, like Teptyolkin and Neizvestnyi poet, seeks
immortality through literature and writing. His character can be linked to the devil and also to the
puppet motif of the romantic grotesque, as described by Bakhtin. Svistonov contemplates on
whether he has Mephistophelian features or not through a poet’s point of view. Svistonov does
not think he has devil-like features because he, unlike poets, does not want to solve “мировые
вопросы”18 (global issues)—he just wants to be an artist because “все для него было просто,
ясно и понятно.”19 For him, people are divided into useful or useless for his novels. He treats
people as objects, not seeing the distinction between the dead and the living: “Он просто брал
человека и переводил его. Но так как он обладал талантом, и так как для него не было
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принципиального различия между живыми и мертвыми.”20 He thinks that such attitude
towards people is excusable for a writer: “Он предполагал, что все это вполне простительно
художнику.”21 In addition, Svistonov does not want to think about consequences for his method
of writing: “Но какая его ждет расплата, он не думал, он жил сегодняшним днем, а не
завтрашним – самый процесс похищения людей и перенесения их в роман увлек его.”22
Svistonov thinks that his attitude towards the world and people is what makes him resemble
Mephistopheles after all: “Поэт бы нашелся, поэт бы на это возразил, что это и есть
мефистофелеподобные качества, мефистофелеподобная плоскость, то презрительное и
брезгливое отношение к миру, которое ни в какой степени не присуще художнику.”23 As
Craig Brandist says in his comparison of Master’s redemption in Mikhail Bulgakov’s Master and
Margarita with Svistonov’s case, “the creative practices of [Svistonov] take sinister forms which
emanate from the separation of art and life and turn the writer into something akin to a medieval
demon.”24 Apart from his creative methods, Svistonov’s devil-like figure is supplemented with
his view on people as objects, “puppets,” that would serve his works, and on himself as their
master: “Мир для Свистонова уже давно стал кунсткамерой, собранием интересных уродов
и уродцев, а он чем-то вроде директора этой кусткамеры.”25 Svistonov’s devil-like behavior
is melancholic in the romantic grotesque manner: Svitonov’s recognition of his Mephistophelian
features makes him indifferent to his own fate and future punishment for his contemptuous
attitude towards people and the world.
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Vaginov’s allusion to devil in Svistonov’s image can be seen in Svitonov’s treatment of
literature. For Svistonov, literature is an afterlife: “Литература по-настоящему и есть
загробное существование.”26 Svistonov wants to “translate” people into the works because he
believes that another world is more real than the real one: “Я потом перенесу их в другой мир,
более реальный и долговечный, чем эта минутная жизнь. Они будут жить в нем, и,
находясь уже в гробу, они еще только начнут переживать свой расцвет и изменяться до
бесконечности.”27 He sees himself as people’s puppet master, who is able to transport them into
another world, the afterlife, in order to give them an eternal life. For example, Kuku—whom
Svistonov “translated” into his novel along with Kuku’s love interest Nadenʹka turning them into
characters Kukureku and Verochka respectively, ruined Kuku’s life, and turned into a
“получеловек”28—starts feeling as if he is living in hell after reading Svistonov’s depiction of
him: “Иван Иванович спустился в настоящий ад.”29 Kuku feels that “все, что было в нем, у
него похищено, что остались в нем и при нем только грязь, озлобленность, подозрение и
недоверие к себе.”30 In addition, Kuku starts perceiving Svistonov’s laughter “над
фанфаронствующей любовью за смех вообще над любовью и стал говорить, что любви
нет.”31 Kuku’s perception of Svistonov makes Svistonov resemble a devil-like figure with his
degrading laughter that made Kuku’s romantic perception of the world disappear.
In Vaginov’s novels, “puppet” and devil motifs are connected to Neizvestnyi poet, who is
a double and an alter-ego of the implied author of Kozlinaia pesnʹ. Neizvestnyi poet imagines
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going to the afterlife. To his mind, all poets should visit hell to find “the world’s new melody,”32
to find renewal. In the afterlife, he has a conversation with the dead authors. Neizvestnyi poet
says to them that he created a corrupted author, whose soul he replaced with the degrading
laughter, making allusions to devil:
– Что делал ты там, на земле? – поднимается Данте. – Не обижал ли ты вдов и
сирот?
– Я не обижал, но я породил автора, – отвечает он тихим голосом, – я растлил его душу
и заменил смехом.
– Не моим ли смехом, – подымается Гоголь, – сквозь слезы?
– Не твоим смехом, – еще тише, опустив глаза, отвечает неизвестный поэт.
– Может быть, моим смехом? – подымается Ювенал.
– Увы, не твоим смехом. Я позволил автору погрузить в море жизни нас и над нами
посмеяться.
И качает головой Гораций и что-то шепчет на ухо Персию. И все становятся
серьезными и страшно печальными.
– А очень мучились вы?
– Очень мучились, – отвечает неизвестный поэт.
– И ты позволил автору посмеяться над вами?
– Нет тебе места среди нас, несмотря на все твое искусство, – поднимается Дант.33
Neizvestnyi poet suffers because he is not able to find renewal in order to bring it to people. He
is ashamed he could not continue Gogol’s and Juvenal’s legacy, which indicates his detachment
from the world of old culture—his predecessors’ literature and Ancient Rome’s culture. There is
no place for him among great writers because he cannot bring his characters to a higher level of
existence through his writing. According to Graham Roberts, in the novel, Vaginov suggests that
“the persona which the unknown poet seeks to cultivate is in no sense natural, but rather the
product of an artificial desire to emulate those cultural figures of previous eras of whom he is in
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fact unworthy.”34 Instead, Neizvestnyi poet has turned himself into a devil-like figure, who
laughs at his characters and tortures them as Neizvestnyi poet mentions to his heroes.
In the end of the novel, Neizvestnyi poet accepts his defeat after his writing rituals have
turned inside out. If earlier he drank to find inspiration, now his drinking reveals to him his own
failure: “уже не чисто он подходил к вину, не с самоуважением, не с сознанием того, что
он делает великое дело, не с предчувствием того, что он раскроет нечто такое прекрасное,
что поразится мир, и вино теперь раскрывало ему собственное его творческое бессилие,
собственную его душевную мерзость и духовное запустение, и в нем было дико и
страшно, и вокруг него было дико и страшно, и хотя он ненавидел вино, его тянуло к
вину.”35 His romantic vision of drinking and writing taking him to a higher level of existence
has turned into a pessimistic and grotesque realization of his spiritual desolation and the world’s
frightening hostility. Neizvestnyi poet’s defeat represents his contemporaries’ transition from
getting inspired by culture and literature to experiencing spirit’s crushing by everyday banality.
Eventually, being unable to find and bring about revival, the poet commits suicide.
Vaginov depicts his characters’ attempts to immortalize the dead and to escape death in
Bambochada as well. For instance, Vasilii Vasilʹevich Ermilov wants to preserve the memories
of his dead daughter. His own death would mean the ‘eternal’ death of his daughter:
“Бесконечно хотелось вечности для дочери Василию Васильевичу, вечности - хотя бы в
таком виде. Его ужасало, что Варенька пропадет бесследно.”36 Ermilov tries to talk about his
daughter to as many people as possible to keep her alive in people’s memories. He lives as if his
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daughter is still alive: “После смерти своей владелицы шкаф по-прежнему наполнялся. В
него ставились новые книги, которые могли бы понравиться Вареньке. Старик читал, и с
ним как бы читала его дочь.”37 In addition, Ermilov keeps telling stories about death. One of
his stories, in grotesque details, reveals his desire to immortalize the dead, to bring them back to
life: “Он вспомнил, что еще не так давно, до войны, была мода покойников подкрашивать,
что гримировщик из бюро похоронных процессий, по желанию родственников, мог
превратить покойного в красавца, предмет изумления, посредством белил и румян.”38
Ermilov’s another story about a wedding of a undertaker and a midwife reveals his oscillation
between accepting that his daughter is dead and wanting to bring her back to life: “Еще он
вспомнил, как он попал на свадьбу, гробовщик венчался с акушеркой; что поселились они
в одной квартире и что при каждом звонке молодожены были в сомнении, кого сейчас
позовут – мужа или жену?”39 For Ermilov, death and birth co-exist: his daughter is both dead
and alive at the same time, which is the core of his tragedy in his inability to let go of her.
Toropulo, another character in Bambochada, also tries to outplay death when he brings
his dead cat to a taxidermist Devitsyn, who—described in a grotesque manner—starts
dismembering the cat: “Скоро шкурка была снята, тщательно очищена от жира и мяса,
смазана мышьяковым составом. Девицин взял череп, глаза и мозг вынул.”40 Toropulo gives
Devitsyn a photograph of a cat so that the taxidermist could put him in the pose as if the cat was
alive. In order to escape thoughts about death, Toropulo goes home, cooks, and performs similar
activities to the taxidermist’s regarding his cat: “Торопуло отправил баранью заднюю ногу,
взлупил с нее кожицу, не отделяя от ручки; мясо разрезал ножом в листочки, насколько
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возможно тонко, но не отделяя от кости.”41 Toropulo’s cooking demonstrates Toropulo’s
efforts to escape thoughts about death as ironic because he does not realize that he himself is
dismembering a dead body, while trying not to remember that his cat is dead. Toroplulo’s
actions, presented in a grotesque way, are ridiculous; his attempts to outplay death are
impossible. Vaginov depicts Ermilov’s and Toropulo’s efforts to reanimate their loved ones
through talking about them or turning them into a stuffed animal respectively as a vicious circle,
with no escape from thoughts about death and no closure. The rebirth that these characters
provide to the dead is not authentic and real—it is delusional and artificial.
Another hero of Bambochada, Evgenii, wants to outplay death. He treats life as a theatre
and a game. Having found out he has tuberculosis, Evgenii faces the possibility of death—the
outcome he ignored before. In the sanatorium, he feels for the first time that he is “смертен, что
ему придется расстаться с играющим миром.”42 All he thinks about is how to outplay death,
how to deceive it. He has an uncanny feeling that he is already dead, living in the afterlife:
“Юноше уже мнилось, что он стал призраком, что он спустился в другое
существование.”43 However, Evgenii does not see death as a “skeleton with scythe,” but as
something that is a part of him: “он чувствовал ее в себе самом; это-то и составляло
трудность; приходилось перенести игру во внутренний план, во внутренний мир.”44 He
views death as an inseparable part of himself, and this is why he feels like he is living in the
world of the dead. As a solution, he makes his performances, according to it, an internal part of
himself to outplay death not only in the outside world, but also in his own mind, in himself.
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Evgenii’s treatment of life as a game shifts to his treatment of death. He treats his own
death as a loss in a game: “Он чувствовал приближающуюся смерть как поражение, как не
предусмотренный им проигрыш.”45 His considers himself the best player in the world of
games: “Среди мира игры он чувствовал себя первым игроком, игроком по природе.”46 In
the sanatorium, after the realization of his early death which made him stop his game of pretense
for some time, Evgenii gets immersed in games once again. When he sees other patients playing
in the snow, he cannot stay aside from games and joins them: “Евгений не удержался и
присоединился к играющим. Часть играющих наступала, другая часть отступала. Улучив
момент, переходил в наступление. Санатория способствовала превращению на некоторое
время своих постояльцев в детей. Больные забывали о своей болезни.”47 Playing games,
Evgenii and other patients forget about death. As Graham Roberts mentions, “[f]or everything in
the sanatorium – the games, the books which they are encouraged to read, the films which are
shown – is geared towards encouraging the inmates to simulate an alternative (and illusory)
world, where they are not terminally ill.”48 Games provide distraction for patients from reality
and takes them to an imagined world. Evgenii does not want to let go of world of games since it
will make him confirm the fact that his death is near. Instead, he maintains his play of pretense to
outplay death and to get rid of the feeling that he is already living in the world of the dead.
What makes Vaginov’s characters want to escape death and try to outplay it is their
feeling that there is nothing in them but emptiness and that they feel that the world is a mimicry
of the real, authentic world. The world they once knew turns hostile, alien, and meaningless to
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them. Svistonov, after being accused of ruining Kuku’s life with his novel, starts seeing the
world around him as mechanical and artificial: “Днем сверху город производил впечатление
игрушечного, деревья казались не выросшими, а расставленными, дома не построенными,
а поставленными. Люди и трамваи – заводными.”49 When Svistonov is writing his novels, he
discovers “пародийность мира по отношению к какой-то норме.”50 Mark Lipovetsky
mentions Svistonov’s writing as his reaction to lack of culture in the real world: “если в
наличной реальности, в “минутной жизни”, нет места культуре, если в ней возможны - к
качестве форм самозащиты от хаоса жизни - лишь пародийные маски квазикультурного
бытия, то мир культуры полностью вытеснен за пределы жизни - это загробное
существование.”51 Svistonov endeavors to bring culture into his novels, that is, the afterlife, by
figuratively mortifying people by “translating” them into his works because for him the real
world, as Lipovetsky claims, is either full of chaos or of pseudo-cultural simulacra. In the
definition of simulacrum by Jean Baudrillard, the real world does not exist anymore, but it is
reduced to “substituting signs of the real for the real itself.”52 For Svistonov, the real, authentic
world does not exist anymore, only its copy, which masquerades as the original.
Like Svistonov, the protagonists of Kozlinaia pesnʹ feel they live in a mimicry of the
world. At the time of the characters’ visit to Kostia Rotikov’s house, where they come to discuss
culture, art, and literature, they feel that there is something wrong when they see the arranged
dinner table: “Но старички и пожилые молодые люди почувствовали, что это лишь копия,
что настоящее умерло, что это как бы воспоминание, всегда менее яркое, чем
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действительность. Им вдруг стало тоскливо, тоскливо.”53 The world feels like it is a copy of
a real authentic reality and that this is just a less vivid memory of the past days. In the middle of
the dinner, Teptyolkin sees his friends as monstrous creatures, that resemble the implied author’s
perception of people in St. Petersburg: “И за столом ему казалось, что наклоняются,
откидываются, хохочут, говорят, склоняются, подносят вилки ко рту, с разноцветной
едой, змеи с зелеными ручками и что только он и Марья Петровна живые. Особенно его
поразил неизвестный поэт. Он заметил, что поэт совершенно бел, что у него глаза
зеленоватые, он уже совсем не молодой человек.”54 The grotesque, monstrous creatures that
Teptyolkin sees emphasize Teptyolkin’s fear that the people he knows, as well as the times, have
changed.
Svistonov has a similar reaction to the world’s alterations—the world he knew and he
himself are not the same. When Svistonov “translates” people into his works, he feels that he has
turned into something like a doll, and thus is no longer fully alive: “Это сопровождалось
болезненными явлениями: сердцебиением, дрожанием рук, ознобом, утомляющим все
тело, напряжением мозга. К утру Свистонов, как кукла, сидел перед окном. Ему хотелось
кричать от тоски. Он чувствовал болезненную опустошенность своего мозга.”55 The image
of Svistonov after he finishes writing resembles the image of a dead body. Here the doll motif,
used by Romantics alongside death motif, suggests Svistonov’s loss of humanity: there is just a
hollow body with no soul. As Susan Yi Sencindiver claims, dolls serve as a “subtle memento
mori,”56 as a reminder of death and decay. Svistonov’s creative process turns him into an object
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in the same manner as he does it to people by depicting them in his novels. Eventually,
Svistonov feels lonely and bored, like everything is shrinking around him, and he becomes a part
of his novel: “Чем больше он раздумывал над вышедшим из печати романом, тем большая
разреженность, тем большая пустота образовывались вокруг него. Наконец он
почувствовал, что он окончательно заперт в своем романе.”57 Svistonov gives up on reality
around him, loses contact with it, locking himself in his own novel. The old familiar world that
existed before he began working on his novel, “translating” people into it, disappears. Instead,
the emptiness of the new world consumes him, which illustrates the victory of the new,
“parodic” reality.
Through his characters’ fear of death or obsession with it, Vaginov juxtaposes the
characters’ thoughts on old culture’s revival with the new society. This new world is not theirs,
they are not part of it. While working on an old Egyptian folktale to save disappearing culture,
Teptyolkin hears children playing: “А во дворе, под окнами, пионеры играли в пятнашки, в
жмурки, иные ковыряли в носу, как самые настоящие дети, и время от времени пели: мы
новый мир построим.”58 The pioneers’ singing about building the new world makes him think
that there is a new society that Teptyolkin and his friends cannot fit into, and their attempts to
renew the old culture are futile.
Teptyolkin uses the “fruit” metaphor when he thinks about renewal and the birth of
culture: he states in one of his lectures, “Здесь, среди южной природы, в благодатном
климате, в изобилии плодов земных, мы разовьем интеллектуальный сад, насадим плоды
культуры.”59 He also uses the “fruit” metaphor when he contemplates about the human nature:
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“Обычно Тептелкин верил в глубокую неизменность человечества: возникшее раз, оно,
подобно растению, приносит цветы, переходящие в плоды, а плоды рассыпаются на
семена. Все казалось Тептелкину таким рассыпавшимся плодом. Он жил в постоянном
ощущении разлагающейся оболочки, сгнивающих семян, среди уже возносящихся
ростков. Для него от сгнивающей оболочки поднимались тончайшие эманации,
принимавшие различные формы.”60 As Bakhtin maintains, the dead in the carnivalesque world
are “бесплодные зерна, брошенные в землю, но не способные ни умереть (то есть
очиститься от себя, подняться над собою), ни возродиться обновленными (то есть
принести плод).”61 This description represents Teptyolkin, Misha Kotikov, and Kostia Rotikov
when they all failed to bring back renewal—as “fruitless” and “decaying,” unable either to die or
be reborn. They are not capable of contributing to the old culture’s revival, so they fall into the
new world’s byt. “Не мечта наша, а мы – были ложью,”62 Teptyolkin writes in his last letter to
Neizvestnyi poet, where he asks him: “Вы любите умирание, но не лучше ли любить
жизнь?”63 His letter implies that they should ‘bury’ the old way of life, old culture because their
fixation on old world’s revival turns them into the living dead, instead of truly living people.
Teptyolkin stops writing, which means he ceases his attempts to bring renewal of culture
to the society. In addition, Kostia Rotikov does not enjoy collecting things anymore, finds no
aesthetic pleasure in it, and feels like the world turned into “безвкусица”64 (tacky). Misha
Kotikov becomes a dentist and understands that now he “никуда не уедет, что он никогда не
пойдет по пути Александра Петровича, что только в зоологическом саду его ждет
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экзотика: облезлый лев, прохаживающийся за решеткой.”65 As a final acceptance of their
failure, he thinks, “Мы, конечно, были угнетатели” and “чувствует, что
распропагандирован.”66 Right after Kotikov makes his remark, he sees children who play,
“обрадованные весной,”67 which emphasizes Kotikov’s acceptance of his and his fellow
intellectuals’ defeat: a new generation is building the world that Kotikov and his friends do not
belong to; they were rather on the wrong side of history all that time. Kotikov implies that they
should give up trying to bring the old culture back, that they should find ways to fit into the new
reality.
Through grotesque and carnivalesque depictions, Vaginov illustrates his characters’
alienation from the new world. Feeling like they exist in the liminal space between the world of
the living and the afterlife, Vaginov characters cannot orient themselves in the changing society.
They perceive the world as a mimicry, a caricature of the real one, which led to either their
obsession with death or fear of it. Neizvestnyi poet’s and Teptyolkin’s failure to bring back the
old world of pre-revolutionary St. Petersburg is accompanied by their feeling that the city and its
inhabitants are turned into monstrous creatures or the living dead. Teptyolkin gives up writing
his works and Neizvestnyi poet, having written his last poem, commits suicide. Misha Kotikov
and Kostia Rotikov fall into the byt of the new world, accepting their defeat. Evgenii’s encounter
with the realization of his own early death makes him admit the meaninglessness of his life.
Svistonov becomes the prisoner of his own novel, thus finally “translating” himself into the
“afterlife” by immersing into his role of a “puppet master” too deep. The theme of death unites
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Vaginov’s novels, his characters and emphasizes the impossibility of rebirth for his “deceased”
in the romantic grotesque manner.
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Chapter Four
The Mask Motif as the Characters’ Means to Escape Themselves in the World of the
Romantic Grotesque
Vaginov’s characters, unable to find themselves in the new order of things, pretend to be
someone else. In order to escape emptiness and artificiality of their lives, they create new
identities for themselves. They put on “masks” to hide their true personalities, but their “masks”
do not lead to renewal. Being a part of the world of the romantic grotesque, their disguise does
not serve as the means to understand themselves, or to find a revival. Vaginov characters’
disguises are not compatible with their real nature, which is banal and shallow. For Teptyolkin,
Evgenii, Neizvestnyi poet, and Svistonov, their “masks” are still a part of the unknown
mysterious world. These characters try to find the meaning in the meaningless world that became
alien to them. However, they still fail to bring a revival: they either surrender by letting their
imagined identities go or immerse into the game of pretense completely. For such characters as
Toropulo, Psikhachev, and Kuku, their “masks” hide their banality. Vaginov juxtaposes their
fictive personalities with their true, banal nature by merging the carnivalesque high and low.
Experiencing the world as something artificial, Vaginov’s characters develop artificiality
or disguise in their personalities. Teptyolkin, a character who wants the revival of culture the
most, is described by the implied author through contrasting Teptyolkin’s everyday mundane
habits with mythological creatures: “[Тептелкина] часто можно было видеть идущего с
чайником в общественную столовую за кипятком, окруженного нимфами и сатирами.”1
Thoughts on culture’s renewal becomes an everyday part of his life. In the evenings, reading,
Teptyolkin imagines that he is on top of a tall tower: “Башня – это культура, – размышлял он,
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– на вершине культуры – стою я.”2 The implied author says that Teptyolkin imagines that
Philostratus is walking by his side and talking with him all the time. According to Iakov
Chechnev, “[и]мя автора сочинения о философе-неопифагорейце стало в творчестве
Вагинова нарицательным: в художественном мире писателя Филострат предстал
своеобразной символической фигурой уходящего поколения дореволюционных
представителей петербургской элиты.”3 Philostratus, being the symbol of the disappearing
generation of pre-revolutionary intellectuals for Vaginov, is the symbol for the renewal of old
culture for Teptyolkin. The implied author suggests that Teptyolkin invented his surname to
protect what is left from the intellectuals of the old world: “Пусть читатель не думает, что
Тептелкина автор не уважает и над Тептелкиным смеется, напротив, может быть,
Тептелкин сам выдумал свою несносную фамилию, чтобы изгнать в нее реальность своего
существа, чтобы никто, смеясь над Тептелкиным, не смог бы и дотронуться до
Филострата. Как известно, существует раздвоенность сознания, может быть, такой
раздвоенностью сознания и страдал Тептелкин, и кто разберет, кто кому пригрезился –
Филострат ли Тептелкину или Тептелкин Филострату.”4 The author mentions that
Teptyolkin mind’s double nature helps him to protect his true nature—of a poet and a keeper of
culture. Teptyolkin’s “mask” is his protection from the new world, which threatens to destroy
what is left in him from the old one, in which Philostratus and everything he represents are still
alive. For Teptyolkin, his “mask” connects him to a mysterious world, where “[н]еизреченой
музыкой было полно все существо Филострата, прекрасные юношеские глаза под
крылами ресниц смеялись, длинные пальцы, унизанные кольцами, держали табличку и
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стиль.”5 However, having realized that the old world cannot be revived, Teptyolkin gives up. He
eventually stops writing as time goes by: “Вместе с Тептелкиным старел Филострат - теперь
он стал для Тептелкина сухеньким бритым старичком с болтающимися кольцами на
пальцах, составителем придворного романа. Еще некоторое время слабенькая и
ненавистная тень следовала за Тептелкиным, наконец и она пропала.”6 Teptyolkin’s double,
his dream of the culture’s revival, disappears, and everything Philostraus represents will not be
returned.
Events take a different turn for Svistonov, whose personality is gradually merging with
his characters as he progresses in writing his novel. If Teptyolkin’s double disappears, leaving
Tetpyolkin alone with his own personality, Svistonov loses himself in his characters and
eventually “translates” himself into his own novel. Not only does Svistonov treat people as
useful and not useful as his potential characters, but also he feels that he is connected with them:
“Собственно, не следует умалять труды и дни Свистонова. Его жизнь состояла не только в
подслушивании разговоров, в охоте за людьми, но и в чрезвычайной зараженности ими, в
известном духовном соучастии в их жизни. Поэтому, когда умирали его герои, нечто
умирало и в Свистонове, когда отрекались они, известную долю отречения переживал и
Свистонов.”7 Svistonov is not only a puppet master and an observer, but also an active coparticipant in their lives, whose one part of personality has emerged with theirs, making him
experience things they do. In addition, sometimes he feels that he is separated from his
characters by hiding behind a “mask” of an observer. He sees himself as a viewer of his
characters when he is writing: “Свистонов чувствовал себя в пустоте или, скорее, в театре, в
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полутемной ложе, сидящим в роли молодого, элегантного, романтически настроенного
зрителя. В этот момент он в высшей степени любил своих героев. Светлыми они казались
ему.”8 Svistonov watches his characters as performers in a theatre, a metaphor which Vaginov
uses several times to describe his own characters’ pretense of being someone else. Upon
finishing his novel, Svistonov feels loneliness and boredom. It seems to him that his novel and
his characters haunt him. In the end of the novel, he loses himself and becomes a part of his own
work: “Где бы Свистонов ни появлялся, всюду он видел своих героев. У них были другие
фамилии, другие тела, другие волосы, другие манеры, но он сейчас же узнавал их. Таким
образом Свистонов целиком перешел в свое произведение.”9 Svistonov creates a double
“mask” for himself of a bystander to the events happening to his characters and of a man walking
among them. His double “mask” merged, making the world of fiction and reality
indistinguishable for him.
In the analysis of Aleksandr Blok’s usage of “masks” in his “The Puppet Show,”
Timothy Westphalen states that one should consider the “positive aspect of the carnivalgrotesque” to understand why Blok “turned to the masks of the commedia dell'arte.”10 According
to Westphalen, the “masks” for Blok are “the means by which the potential of the self becomes
manifest.”11 Vaginov, as this study argues, depicts another aspect of the mask: the one that does
not serve as a means to redefine oneself. Instead, some of Vaginov’s characters use “masks” to
hide and conceal, rather than to seek their true self. Such characters as Svistonov, Neizvestnyi
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poet, and Teptyolkin use their “masks” to redefine themselves (though unsuccessfully), while
other characters use them to hide their true personality.
In Bambochada, the metaphor of a theatrical performance reaches to the fullest in the
depiction of the characters’ disguises. Toropulo, Evgenii, and other characters invent new
theatrical names for themselves to use when they gather together: “В кружке Торопуло все
носили не свои имена, а чужие – звучные и театральные. Торопуло сросся с именем Вакха;
Евгений носил с изяществом имя Вендимиана, что значит: «собиратель винограда»;
худенький молодой художник Петя Керепетин гордо ходил, выпятив грудь, под именем
Эроса. А свою жилицу Торопуло низвел в Нунехию Усфазановну.”12 The characters call
themselves after Greek gods of wine and sensual love and call others by Greek names.
According to Dmitrii Likhachev and his study of laughter, “[д]ля того чтобы мир
неблагополучия и неупорядоченности стал миром смеховым, он должен обладать
известной долей нереальности. Он должен быть миром ложным, фальшивым; в нем
должен быть известный элемент чепухи, маскарадности.”13 In like manner, Vaginov’s
characters immerse themselves into the play of pretense, creating fake names and masquerading
as someone else.
Their games of pretense are accompanied with feastings: “Молодые люди продолжали
пировать. Они уже окончательно опьянели. Евгений ел селедку с сахарным песком.
Смешал маринованные белые грибы с малиновым вареньем и уговаривал Эроса эту смесь
съесть.”14 Readers can see their way of life, the carnivalesque combination of high and low, in
the constant consumption of diverse food that Evgenii prepares, having learnt from Toropulo, or
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of food that Toropulo cooks and “collects.” Toropulo’s obsession with food is his way to
experience happiness: “Это была своеобразная игра. Торопуло вкушал тревожный запах
винограда, мощный запах каштана, сладкий – акаций; всеми ощущениями наслаждался
Торопуло, как лакомствами. Торопуло пребывал в мире гиперболического счастья, не
всем доступного на земле; он жил в атмосфере никогда не существовавшего золотого
века.”15 Grotesque excess, overindulgence emphasize these characters’ belonging to the sphere
of low rather than high, with which they seek association. As Aleksei Iudin mentions, “пьянство
(питье таких ритуальных напитков, как пиво, мед, брага), обжорство, безделье характерны
для языческих праздников и особенно погребального обряда.”16 These elements of antiworld are tied to rebirth and renewal right after people are immersed into them. For
Bambochada’s characters, renewal and redefinition do not happen. As an example, it can be seen
in Evgenii’s and Ermilov’s interaction. Evgenii understands that Ermilov’s attempts to
commemorate his daughter by talking about her during their feasts are desperate and pointless:
“В Василии Васильевиче несомненно скрыто много фантастики. В том, что Варенька
окончательно пропадет вместе со смертью Василия Васильевича, несмотря на всю его
волю, скрыта глубокая драма.”17 Ermilov, at the same time, thinks that Evgenii’s play on
instruments during their gatherings lack a true essence: “[Евгений] не развил в себе
способности надолго отъединяться, погружаться в мир музыки, для него музыка не
становится временами высшей реальностью.”18 Evgenii rejects Ermilov’s comments on his
play: “юноша покачал головой.”19 The characters keep pretending, knowing their feasts and
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disguises are meaningless. Their carnivalesque disguise, grotesque corporeality, and
consumption of food do not bring them any revelation or revival.
Such plays of disguise with no meaningful essence can be also seen in Trudy i dni
Svistonova. The world of Svistonov is full of people who pretend to be someone else. Kuku, for
example, knowing that people perceive him as a great and respectable man, wants to maintain
illusions of such perception: “Он старался холить как нельзя лучше свои баки. Он стремился
к тому, чтобы глаза его постоянно светились вдохновением, чтобы лицо его всегда
ласково улыбалось, чтобы все чувствовали, что он всегда думает о высоком и
прекрасном.”20 However, the narrator mentions that there is nothing authentic behind Kuku’s
personality: “У Ивана Ивановича ничего не было своего – ни ума, ни сердца, ни
воображения. Все в нем гостило попеременно. То, что одобряли все, одобрял и он. Он
читал только книги, уважаемые всеми. Других книг он принципиально не читал. Он хотел
быть светлым умом и достойной душой.”21 Kuku strives to be associated with the world of
high culture, so he creates a “mask” of a sophisticated intellectual, being constantly afraid
someone will expose him.
There is no essence behind Kuku’s invented “mask.” When Kuku goes to the lake with
his friends and Svistonov, Kuku wants everyone to be the characters in Faust: “– Нет, нет, вы
не Наташа, вы Гретхен, – шепчет опьяневший Куку. – А я – Фауст, а Свистонов –
Мефистофель, а глухонемая – Марта!”22 Kuku’s love for literature manifests in playing
characters from works of literature. Here, however, Vaginov ridicules Kuku’s pretentious love
for literature. Vaginov describes Kuku’s belongings in his suitcase as a way to juxtapose what
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Kuku wants his image to be in the eyes of people around him with who he really is. Kuku,
“держа в руке артистический чемоданчик, шел веселый. В чемоданчике бок о бок с
Пушкиным лежали телятина, ростбиф, ножи, вилки, входившие один в другой стаканчики,
бутылка французского вина.”23 In the carnivalesque world, contrasting the high and the low,
Pushkin’s works and food in Kuku’s suitcase emphasize Kuku’s imitation of being someone he
is not. When Kuku reads the correspondence between Turgenev and Dostoevsky, his friends
“разморенные едой”24 (drowsy from food) start falling asleep in the process. The corporeality
defeats literature and culture, which suggests that the characters’ immersion into literature is not
compatible with their true nature. Instead, their love for literature stays on the superficial level of
their imagined personalities that they created to disguise their personalities’ shallowness and
emptiness.
Another character, whose play of pretense is meaningless and artificial, is Psikhachev. In
the search for new characters, Svistonov meets Psikhachev, a man who makes up stories about
himself and calls himself “Советский Калиостро.” Psikhachev’s library is full of books on
occultism, mysticism, and magic, despite that Psikhachev seeming not to believe in any of these.
He pretends to be a mystic, occasionally gathers secret society and plays improvised scenes, in
which he claims to be a certain historical figure and recalls things he has done in the past.
Psikhachev makes Svistonov a member of the society through the initiation ritual. Svistonov
plays along, albeit lamenting, “Как грустна его [Psikhachev’s] жизнь! – подумал он. – Что
ему дает его слава советского Калиостро, когда он сам знает, что он самозванец, что он
совсем не грек и не прорицатель, а просто Владимир Евгеньевич Психачев.”25 Svistonov
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sees through Psikhachev’s attempts to escape banality of his personality through inventing new
identities for himself. The last time readers encountered Psikhachev, Psikhachev “катал из
изобретенной им массы бусы, соединял в ожерелья, раздумывая над серьгами и
брюшками.”26 Alongside his wife and daughter, he creates bijouterie by the systematic process
they all invented. The author mentions, “[т]ак и тихого домика коснулась фордизация.”27 The
author juxtaposes Psikhachev’s mysterious second life with the banality of mass production for
sale to emphasize the ridiculous nature of Psikhachev’s pretense. The jewelry that he sells to his
acquaintances is fake, but he presents it as “последнюю новинку Парижа,”28 which symbolizes
and reflects Psikhachev’s worthless and meaningless masquerade.
The protagonist in Bambochada Evgenii, actor and trickster, treats the world around him
as a theatrical performance, perceives people as decorative figures. For Evgenii, his play has a
purpose of keeping the thoughts about his mortality and the world’s imperfection away. Every
time he starts feeling anguish, he wants to escape this feeling by inventing a new play for
himself—by reinventing himself: “Теперь он чувствовал по степени своей тоски, время от
времени повторявшейся, что снова придется все бросить и бежать, что очень скоро он
побежит.”29 For Evgenii, there is no harmony in the world; humans, living in such a world, are
flawed. Therefore, according to him, being an actor is the only way to live in such a world:
“Если нет гармонии, если человек не совершенен, если его природа не доделала и если он
сознает это, – что он должен делать? Он должен разбить себя на обломки, на осколки, на
отдельные чувства и дать каждому чувству самостоятельное существование; сделать из
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себя одного несколько людей, т. е. стать актером.”30 Evgenii wants to break himself into
fragments that represent different people, since he is neither perfect nor complete. When Evgenii
realizes that he will die very soon, he confesses that he is not a complete person, but an imitation
of one: “ – Я еще не человек, – продолжал Евгений, – а только – если так можно
выразиться – рисунок карандашом, изображающий человека.”31 Even after this realization,
he does not face the fact of his early death, but escapes from the sanatorium to keep playing
more characters. He writes letters to his friends under different names: “Вспомнился Торопуло,
и захотелось его порадовать. Стал Евгений писать ему письма. Одно – от ученого мужа.
Другое – от девушки. Третье – от нумизмата. Опустил письма на разных станциях.”32
However, only in the letter he never sends to anyone, Evgenii realizes that his life was
meaningless: “Все более и более убеждаюсь, что я попал в заколдованное царство. Я худею
с каждым днем и убавляюсь в весе. У меня пропадает аппетит, я слабею, и скоро я
исчезну. Иногда во сне я плачу и мне кажется, что я мог бы быть совсем другим. Сейчас я
не понимаю, как я мог так жить. Мне кажется, что если бы мне дали новую жизнь, я иначе
прожил бы ее. А то я как мотылек, попорхал, попорхал и умер.”33 Evgenii’s last letter
reflects his true thoughts regarding himself. The letter depicts his authentic side that wishes to
have lived this life differently. Writing this letter is the moment when he takes off his “mask”
and confesses that, indeed, there is nothing left for him except death and the thought that his
revival is not possible.
Similarly to Evgenii, Neizvestnyi poet realizes that he has been lying to himself all along
regarding his true self as well as regarding old culture’s revival. His real name is Agafonov,
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which the implied author reveals towards the end of the novel, as if emphasizing that the revival
is not possible and there is no place for him as “Neizvestnyi poet” in the new order. Yet,
persisting, Neizvestnyi poet remains “гордый, как бес,”34 who does not accept failure in the
culture’s revival. Having written a poem, Neizvestnyi poet walks along the embankment: “Я
одарен познаниями, – снова думал он. – Я связан с Римом. Я знаю будущее. Меня часто
вообще нет, часто я сливаюсь со всей природой, а затем выступаю в качестве человека.”35
His feeling of accomplishment from writing a poem evokes thoughts in him of being almighty.
Agafonov does not feel like he is an independent human being, but rather he merges with nature
around him. He suggests that he switches from being a human to disappearing as one. Since
Agafonov sees the old world, in which old culture still exists, through the “mask” of a
knowledgeable omnipotent being, he wants to keep the “mask” for as long as he can to see the
world around the way he wants when he walks around the city. When Agafonov sees
Philosopher, he walks by because he was afraid “чтобы кто-нибудь не помешал ему, чтобы
что-либо не прервало его состояния.”36 He does not want to lose the feeling he gets after
writing poems and imagining the old world with the old culture. Like Evgenii, Agafonov wants
to keep his “mask” on for some time before admitting his total defeat.
In addition to feeling alienation from the new world, Vaginov’s characters realize that
their own personalities are artificial. They pretend to be someone else in order to escape the
sense of emptiness or to preserve the old world’s culture. However, in the world of the romantic
grotesque the masks they wear do not bring any joy, unity, or revival; instead, the masks hide the
characters’ insignificance and banality. Vaginov juxtaposes his characters’ grotesque banality
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with the sophisticated personalities they create to illustrate the impossibility of an old culture’s
revival. Behind his characters’ masks, there is only death that they try to escape or emptiness that
they are striving to hide.
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Conclusion
Konstantin Vaginov was a writer who experimented with diverse styles in his poetry and prose
and left the legacy of miscellaneous works. He was an active participant of the literary world in
the beginning of the twentieth century. He, at first, wrote poems but then, in 1922, turned to
prose, which reflected the changes that the society was going through, as well as expressed in the
tragicomic tone his own and his fellow writers, and poets’ feeling of epoch’s loss. First portrayed
in his poetry, Vaginov’s sorrow over the loss of pre-revolutionary St. Petersburg—a city that had
ties to the ancient culture—found its way in his first prose works such as “Monastyrʹ Gospoda
nashego Apollona” (1922) and “Zvezda Vifleema” (1922), and then—in his novels. His only
four novels are Kozlinaia pesnʹ (1926), Trudy i dni Svistonova (1929), Bambochada (19291930), and Garpagoniana (1933). Vaginov wrote them in the 1920s and early 1930s, when
experimenting with prose was still common for Soviet writers, when in grotesque, modernist,
symbolist, or dystopian manner they expressed their subjective perceptions of sociopolitical
changes. Through Mikhail Bakhtin’s discussion of the romantic grotesque, this project aimed to
add to the discussion of Vaginov’s expression of the loss of the old era, replaced with the Soviet
world.
In his novels Kozlinaia pesnʹ, Trudy i dni Svistonova, and Bambochada, Vaginov’s
characters—writers, poets, actors, and obsessive collectors—perceive the world as a parody, a
caricature, as the liminal space between the dead and the living, full of monsters. Vaginov
compares his characters with the living dead, not able to bring renewal or undergo rebirth. They
went from producing culture to being unable to preserve it, eventually declaring themselves
outcasts in the new society, which was alien, inimical to them due to its lack of connection to the
old culture. Vaginov’s characters hide the emptiness of their personalities through performing
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and through wearing “masks.” The protagonists pretend to be someone else, create new names
for themselves, thus illustrating the mimicry not only of their world, but also of their own
personalities. If for Neizvestnyi poet, Svistonov, Teptyolkin, and Evgenii, the “mask” is still a
part of the mysterious world, which helps them prolong their visions of an ideal world—for the
majority of the characters, it is a way to disguise their shallow personalities. Eventually,
Vaginov’s characters surrender by assimilating into the world of banality, giving up their
writing, abandoning creative fields of work. Svistonov and Neizvestnyi poet die, figuratively and
literally, failing in bringing about renewal through literature; Teptyolkin loses his belief in the
revival of the old culture and stops writing; Evgenii realizes his mortality, and that the life of
pretense he led was empty and meaningless; Ermilov and Toropulo’s thoughts on escaping death
are portrayed as pointless. The characters’ old world clashes with the new reality that eventually
takes over them.
Illustrating the eclecticism of the Soviet literary world of the beginning of the twentieth
century, Vaginov’s novels serve as an insight into the use of the romantic and carnivalesque
grotesque—which became the feature of the era his contemporaries were living in—as a way to
express the writers’ subjective tragicomic worldview. Vaginov, a writer with wide-ranging
interests in collecting books, numismatics, and ancient culture, spent his creative years at the
intersection of the pre-revolutionary and Soviet cultures, unable to let go of the old literary and
cultural traditions and to fit into the new ones—the conflict, reflected in his characters’ attempts
to revive old culture and in their surrender to the new world.
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